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(U) BACKGROUND.

~_~IHe graduated from the USAF Academy in 1969. He was the first person assigned
directly to NSA after graduation from the Academy. He was a mathematician. He then
worked in the NSOC forerunner (the Command Center) and subsequently developed the
SOLIS (SIGINT On-Line Information System) for analysts and wrote software for
processing ELINT. He then worked in the Director's Office with Bill Crowell on NSA
outreach - hosting visitors and giving briefings. NSA was a leaner and flatter
organization back then. Upon his fifth year at NSA, he had already stayed longer than he
normally should have been able to do on his first assignment after graduation. Faced
with the option of having to leave NSA, he resigned his commission and was hired as an
NSA civilian. He became a program manager in the Research & Engineering (R&E)
office and worked on modernization and signals processing and other matters. In 1976
he became Executive Secretary for t~~ I(under
the SIGINT Advisory Panel), whichexamined how to focus NSA's potential-
information and capabilities - onthe most important contemporary questions and hardest
problems. From 1977-198g",he worked in satellite operations - building for a larger
capability and planning for implementationj . I He gained
increasing responsibility through the 1.98'Os. He served as Executive Assistant to the
chief of A Grou fora short time)lIid then went back to R&E
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In t e summer~------~------~----------------------------------~of 1990, be' returnedtoNfiz, but without a specific job - he ended up as Chief of the
Offic~,<>fWeap.ons'; Space and TechnologyJ
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..... _ ...... __ .. 1 He learned executive skills viathis job, He was happy in this job, but in
December 1993 Bill Crowell (who had returned from retirement.to become 000) told
him that DIRNSA Admiral McConnell neede~ hi~ to head a program to create
momentum in NSA fori . !: IHis reward/or running this
program was that he was appointed as Executive Director ofNSA inMarch 1996 and
served until the fall of 1997. Barbara Mcxamara'was Deputy Directorof NfSa. General
Minihan was DIRNSA then. Later Gen. Hayden became DIRNSA and he thought he'd
move up to Deputy when McNamara left but Hayden hired Bill Black. Eventually
Hayden advised him to move on and he resigned from NSA in February 200'1,. Taylor

\...does have contractual relations with the IC through the company that he worksfor
I land because he serves on several advisory boards for the DCI. He chairs Charlie
Allen's (ADeIle) Advisory Board on Coll~ction.: He is a technical advisor to theD
and he advises the DCI 0 lissues.) He noted that he has more relations
with erA than with NSA even though ne used to tie an NSA employee.

(ill RESOURCES AND TRANSFORMATIO~ .

.... _ .. 1 NSA had taken stock of itself in 1993-1994 and had determined that technology
and communications structural changes (including] Iposed difficulties for
NSA's mission ,but also opportunities. Although NSA was doing a lot of talking about
these issues, not much was being done practically. They needed education and outsiders
to help them. There were budget cuts starting in 1991, and the people who should have
been proactive then in thinking about how NSA was going to handle budget- cuts relative
to also making changes didn't act quickly enough and therefore had to react when there
were fewer resources to fight over. This reactive posture led to debates about apparent
yet silly issues such as processing versus collection rather than focusing on how NSA
could operate more holistically and gain better balance. When General Minihan started
as DIRNSA, he said that NSA needed strategic focus and a plan regarding investment,
and he reached back to work in NSA that had been done in 1992-1993 regarding NSA's
future. He knew "we needed resources - someone to invest in us" and "we needed to
communicate better with others." He knew NSA needed an integrated plan. Taylor
advocated doing investment such that it did not divide NSA into rice bowls and
,encourage different managers to view their specific programs from an "ownership"
perspective. Up until this time, Taylor had very positive experience in working
collaboratively both within and outside NSA (with NRO, the Services, etc.) to get jobs
done. He found a way not to be bothered internally in NSA. Yet as DDO he found that
intellectual recognition of a problem is not sufficient - there must be an emotional
commitment to solving the problem. The whole must be greater than the sum of the
parts, and for this to happen people must feel like they own the "whole." Yet most of his
peers only understood and were committed to their part and had a tendency to be
fragmented. .When McNamara moved on to be SUSLOL, he thought he would become
Deputy Director but he did not. [William Black was brought in].
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• IlResource declines were a serious problem because NSA's posture had not changed
'so'1hey just got thinner. It was clear that people in the Ie needed to leverage each others'
contributions/partner more, and that included within NSA as well. NSA used to have.
strong internal processes, but NSA abandoned those processes in the early 1990s just at
the time that those processes were needed the most in order to handle budget cuts. The
"death" ofNSA's program management occurred on August 19, 1991, when an NSA .
memorandum promulgated four rules for resource management, in sum that only a person
who had budget execution authority could make decisions about resource allocations in
the last year of the program - rather than that being still the program managers
responsibility. This memorandum codified precisely the wrong behavior. Program
managers should have continued to be responsible and accountab1e for their programs.

(U) TAYLOR'S VISION AND START AS DDO.

D In January 1998, when he was the DDO, he began "plotting" his strategy called the
New SIGINT Enterprise for when he might eventually become Deputy DIRNSA
(although that never happred~ The strategy reformed functions within theDand
s un-off activities that the as doing merely out of distrust that no one/outside of the

, ould do them. He wanted to force others who were su osed to su .:ort the 000.
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"'-_~_,,-_'" Taylor organized an off-site meeting with
fro and NSA who were likely to be leaders in the nex"t""e-w-y-ea"rs/Taylor also
convinced General Minihan to have thd INS~ generally
opPQsed the "i~ea, but Gen. Minihan supported it ~Iped get DCI ~pproval. Taylor
tol~ kpat the NSAI ~ou1d be frorrL..Jonly iD~nt to NSA someone
who was talented and had a realistic'chance of having ~ key leadership position inl I
t~~ future.... Iagreed. There ~ere three areas that Ta)jloj w~ted th~ ~o
work on ~equential'ly and tried to pick one that had theiex ertise to/do these.
/' ('i) To normalize relations '''etween NSA a$ : d,to start.a dialogue

./ :/ betwee NSA re resentatives overseas ail The
! 'firs. ' worked on thi$. f

(2) T<:{ work . He/had been in a
.group that "reset NSA' s objectives in th;l$area, .: ej q~~stjt>n w'IIW-~~'

....

...............././/i ... d N' 00' 'r' tidn.!ru: wanted the to

.....' 9(11 Classified Information

(3)

He wanted the, Whit¢\Hol.#¢)l.~d:.:I!C,Vtopay attention to this;
"A~ls-o,~N""S!!"'A~was less well-connected w.l,th/tb'e:·Secretary of Defensefwhen
Bill Cohen beCaineseCDe(~SAj\JI¥eClaccess to the Secbef). But

, .:,:;~..:
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..------,.......\ ...- ....
Taylor resigned before this ptrson\ c~uld be hired (he had a person in mind
but declined to say who it /,as). I \.. .

DTaylor cited a test-case for CIAINSA relati~ns\: There was something that NSA
had been doing since NSA's creation. Taylor allowed CIA to become involved. Taylor
found that both CIA and NSA follow th.e same law ba·t have different interpretations
resulting policies. The experiment wa~:a disaster] I l1nd showed
that there were issues that needed to b.~resolved i\nth4\ ~rena before a lot more
could be shared. .:': \

oWhen General Minihan foundout that his t~nure as DIRNSA was not being
extended, Taylor found that General Minihan no Ionger had the energy to help get things
done. General Minihan essentially let down mentally in September 1998 since he knew
he was going to be replaced SOOI1;' Unable to pursue issues that needed DIRNSA backing
like rolling out the "New SIGIN.t Enterprise", Taylor concentrated on CIAINSA
relations because he did not need DIRNSA to push for it. \

(U) GENERAL HAYDENi TENURE AS DI~NSA. \

oGeneral Hayden arrived as DIRNSA in Ma~ch 1999. He showed General Hayden
his New SIGINT Enterprise strategy. He wrote aletter to General Hayden in March 1999
listing strategic issues for 'NSA and stating that NSA had good people - not technological
dinosaurs - and that problems were systemic in nature. Since ..Gen. Hayden didn't overtly
disagree with him he thought they were in sync and began to execute his strategy. Yet he

. and General Hayden wefe not on the same sheet qf music rega;rding NSA's
organizational structure and future particularly in regard to thel Istuff." Only in
the summer of 2000 did Taylor realize this disparity. General Hayden wanted NSA to be
more DoD-centric, while Taylor wanted NSA tobe more DCI-centric. Taylor was
hoping to be appointed as McNamara's replacement as Deputy Director - he wasn't and
eventually retired in'February 2001. i

~~:~re are systemic problems. It took a long time to get into this situation.
However, there.are probably several smoking guns regarding 9-11. The key analytic
problem regarding an inquiry into 9-11 is that ever if certain things were done differently
before 9-11, the actual attack itself would not necessarily have been prevented. Even if
NSA had done a good job, other agencies could have messed up. No one individual is
responsible..' :

.... :oWhen ~e started as 000, he received no spedfic direction from DIRNSA regarding
counterterrorism. He said terrorism wa4 ber PDD-35 [it probably was actually
I t· No one questioned how important it was. As for DIRNSAs in general during
his time at NSA, they were not intelligence officers when they were OIRNSAs (except
maybe ADM McConnell). General Minihan did not enjoy doing estimates, and General
Hayden had no interest from the beginning in working on them (coordinating on them).
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The DDO ran intelligence operations and was the one involved in substantive intelligence
issues. One of things Taylor wanted to do as DDO was align NSA with all of the
directing documentation of the national security community, such as the Del's strategic
intent, Defense directives, and NSA's own directives and guidelines. The OCI updated
the strategic intent annually. Taylor noted that his recollection of what he did as ODO is
hindered by the fact that when he left NSA he left all of his notes and calendars at NSA
which he believes have all been destroyed.

nHe was aware of the DCI's declaration of war in 1998. He recalled that the OCI came
toNSA and made a speech in the NSA auditoriwn about it. The speech may have been
videotaped. "You would have to have been in a coma" not knowing there was a declared
war - but what actually happened in practice is a different story. The DCI came to NSA
about twice per year when he was 000.

(U) Collection.

DHe always viewed NSA and NIMA as in the "wholesale intelligence" business.
NSA has so much impact on everyone's intelligence in the USG. NSA thus must try to
maximize the total benefit for everyone. NSA's ideal is to hav~ I

1 ~ut only to collect and analyze what is needed. Today, the explosion of
information 'means that selection, processing, and some exploitation to decide whether to
continue with.collection must be done as part of fine tuning cO,ilectioP itself. We need
filtering and selection tools and they must be improved constaptly.1 1

1 1 But these! are not insurmountable.
Limiting factors include the human factor, such as whether linguists are needed, and if
the resource is "steerable" ot whether it's a matter ~f"selectibn."/The best elements of
the workforce avoid.lower priority issues and also issues in Whic,h there are conflicts in
resources. Lower priorities naturally don't get enough manpower and resources to work

them.'\\ ii'
D Counterterrorism li'~dall of the priority it needed from a/collection perspective and
got resources for producti6.n. ,However. we learned Quickl/v that to be productive we
needed linQuists I
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IAs..,the resource pictu*e got :wqrse and asl I
9/11 Classified Information ITaylor found that a

better way was needed to allocateIinguists across priorities. They needed a way to share
their best people. . \""',. : ,r,!

.'

01 tan the counterterrorism ofricei~hen Taylor was DOO. There was
~J6t of concern about terrorism due to theWl'C 1993!attack, Bojinka, and upcoming

....··Millennium (Taylor also mentioned to us.] lother bad things, Y2K,
etc.). There was fear that there could be an iit~ackdbinestically. Maureen Baginski ran

(U) ANALYSIS.

5
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. the reporting staffi~ihe;O:Withql!~iity .: j~\o!11p;iinJce issues. Taylor called
'.1 lint6"~~ office arid'toJ~,him·that·4i.s 41-stpr~"dt~t'~to dis~,eminate SIGINT

immediately to cotts\lfilers" rather'than to waif'·~o complete a polished
report for disseminati6n ...Taylor also told ,.: :,'ha', ...., '.Jfirst obligation was
to the "virtual community'tof the IC that is concerned :ab9ut.,taking action on terrorism
immediately. // ......... ........// ':\\ \ "":~:"':"'"\".. -.'.

DHe had a senior language advis6r;J . :.'. lip the summer of1998, he told
her that NSA needed more linguists ;bur there was no hltaa ttioIli., for new hires-and he
asked her to develop a model of all.languages to see wti~:re~:~ stood regarding 'Hpguists,
what was happening regarding attritioii rates for lingu:jsts, th~,"gray'ing of the work-force,

ffect of diminished hir~ilg findl :. :.:. \\ .... .... I
as, and what was the effect of the fact that convers~~ipns were much more

p 1 d ~o~ than they we~,ew:~en th~ \ \ lwas"N',etai:~et. He complained
to General Minihan and Mcblamara that more hnguIsU\ a~a anlil:sts were needed and
that, even if more linguists w"ere ~rovided immediately, i~.woul~["'. .... ~o train them
and there would be a crisis i.n the/interim period. He dip not get'reiief "~twas dangerous
for him to work Congress without approval of the seniors,' but Congress tried to help.
Congress provided him with mere linguist billets, but NsA undercut himby cutting his
linguist billets before he got the new ones so that Congress's additional billets would only
bring the DO to its status quo/ante. He does not know ~he:re the resources \hat were
saved by NSA cutting his billets went - he advised that h w.:ouldbe'impossible to figure it
out now and termed it,iln "unknowable know." He believed there WflS\~competing need
for computer specialists and others. \ \ \. \" ....."

DThese were ~trating times. The best parts of hisinfrastructure -1..--\,-\,--- .....
- came from supplementals. He wanted to ascertain the cost of having, degraded \.
infrastructure. T(;>'do soi he compared two problems of analogous difficulty, namely

'and anOther area with a de raded ca abilit . \ Ultimately, he estimated
that the DO's

, However, NSA had no money to compensate or ' e oss. ndeed,
~N~S~A-w-'a-s-o-n-a.......e-s.....to..p computer recapitalization strategy that would takel· I
. Taylor found that in the private sector desktop computers are recapitalized on a 24-month
schedule. Counterterrorism was better off than most othergroups but was basically in the
midst of an ailing organization. NSA was a shambles considering its reputation as a high
tech organization. ! ,

DNSA's chief customer for CT information was CTC. \Col. Fenner noted that
Taylor's statement conc~rning his instructions tol Iw~s q:onsiste~t with
statements from other witnesses that CTC's focus was on tactlcal~ operatIonal matters so
they needed an emphasis on current intelligence. Taylor said thatl Ictid not work
strategic issues concerning counterterrorism.
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(u) FOREIGNRELATI()NS,/:;:/ I i IIr\\ . ....: .
DTaylor settiP~e~t1ngS·~fthllr··.i i; •. ';\\PCHQ;I··... land

hey-met twiceper year-in his.office fo 'tgr:e~~effect't.v'They agree 'to,work
on key issue~',thathad:firil't~:;:tip1ehqri~*~. \qC:rIQ and NSA had verygood

o 5.1 ,,--tielations:,were ,#ot always so! "odd. the meetings were not continued
after Taylor ended histenure as 0.00. Curren : 1, \\, " '~ not as interested'in
them and neither was th :'

"At the last mee~t"m-"';w"""'lc~""""""-';'-"""""'~""'--"""""'''''''''''''''''''''~'''''-''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

/,:,:,~~Y1?/11Classi fied Information
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that were/focused on SQ' .: ',were. limited, with measurable results,
an a en ung times. /t~ contrast, th! i ould ~~ open-ended and ongoing.
And in ~e)!eral, Tato~.had a more i~te$rate J'/lew <if int~l\igence\th~ his colleag.~es. It
was ea~,~,~rto wor~:/:/ Iis/ues wlith GC~Q. \ \. \'" \\ \\

, The 5 Eyes :,~ire different fromr---1 They ~ork~\many i'~,su~~,together buG
'After WWI ' there were confereriCe'1i'el'd every '8 months between '~-eyes' ,

./ " r anizations. e: ral Minihan w! s a rd "issance'rnan.as Jeader of
NSA andsawtha \. SIGINT\and 'vice versa.
Minihan raised WIt t e t e prospect 0 eing inc uded in these meetings, and
the DCI agreed. General Hayden's first such conference wa$ in the UK\and\~as focused
onl ,/ . I The US hosted t~e next\conference"~n Scottsdale
Arizona ~,nSeptember 2000, called the "Rodeo conference." Dagencies\ofth~ 5-eyes
attende4': Taylor had made notes for a speech to call for more integration'of information
onD'In that speech, he said that we knew things b~t because of the lack\ofinte ration
we did not know that we knew them. Attendees at the conferen in lu d \

DIRNSA and him. aid that having increased
integration would waste resources and wouldn't a off. The DCI and the DIRNSA said
nothin .

....---9/11 Classified Information,----- ......
___ At the end or the day, there was no commitment to it. .... ..

~ ...thought it was too messy to share information with intelligence. On the
airplane n e back to Washington, the DIRNSA told Taylor that the time had come for
Taylor to move on.

(u) LEGAL AUTHORITIES.

DHis presentation at the conference was actually a follow-up to something Taylor
did in 1999. When Hayden became DIRNSA, he encouraged him to pay a courtesy call
on FBI Director Freeh. At the breakfast, Taylor suggested that the seams of authorities in
the Executive Branch made it difficult to work certain problems and to act quickly, and



;/ . . (at all times and had to be in constant contact). Yet the
: //./: as t e u y 0 p.ro'y~.·e ead information concerningl . Ito law
i .../..: enforcement, and thatiswhat these procedures were gesigned to do. He set up a special
! j./ .oversight body in ~l~gJriski's reporting shop to conduct oversight ofNSA's effort - it
! .J./ /: could not be do~~:<py··th.Dhop because they-had been taught to avoid even coming .
/ ;/;' ./ close to a USSID.·18 violation ("the wall"), ...<io make sure that they were performing

.I j/:/ legally. Be ~t~~t'asen aside that oversight of his activities was done by NSA, the DCI,
! ..! / / SECDEF, Coil ~'ss, and the WhiteHouse. The FBI was interested in some ofNSA's
( P/ :/ utnot others. DEA has lots of problems, including dirty
!t· :/ peop e,: .. one impressrve t ing DEA did was to create a wall between intelligence and
./ /'/ : lawerif6rcement and between leads and investigative material, and these walls were

,0' ,

i .• :}/ .'.', .,.,
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that perhaps a new structural arrangement was needed in which the President would
delegate Presidential authorities in toto to a lower-level official for a very narrow
purpose. Taylor could only think of domestic counterterrorism as the best example. The
suggestion went over like a lead balloon. However, Hayden saw this breakfast as a get-
to-know-you rather than to work on substantive issues and did not support Taylor.

DHe sharply criticized FBI Director Freeh for not doing more on counterterrorism.
Someone has to be a leader and invest himlherself in the issue and motivate others. This
leadership was lacking .

..... _ ..INSA's relationship with DEA was idyllic from one perspective but a ball & chain
in another. NSA would get information but not report on it because it concerned US
Persons and criminal activity rather than foreign intelligence (USSID 18). He noted that
in general it takes a long time for the USG to do anything or solve a problem. He
believes intelligence in general, and NSA in particular, should be on a short leash
regarding privacy and civil liberties. But he worked out procedures with DEA such that
NSA would notify DEA (without content information) ifNSA received information
concerningl [suspicion that they were related to the

I : ror which they not only had permission but a requirement to
j report it), ....DEA would make an official re tIest formatted STU III fax for that
! information (and the burden on them was and NSA
! would provide the information - they \yere preposinone to respon WIt t e appropriate
. information immediately to support ~iion. Onl certain eo Ie in the DEA and FBI

COUld/have access to that information

:' e 0 a to apprQve t IS arran ement an It went t rou
;/ It was a big burden on hi .

9/11 Classified Information

IOf course the attorneys would want the information~------------------------~
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• if they knew it was there. Yet leaks are part of doing the intelligence business (not
Taylor's words). Intelligence does no good ifit cannot be used. The question is how it
should be used and how do you decide what is important enough to use. Do you solve
one problem and thereby let 100 others go? The prosecutors do not think about the
longer term issues. The DCI should have a voice in the decision - it should not be the
investigative team that decides whether intelligence should be used. Yet these are
systemic problems - he had reat relations with FBI on a ersonal level. IS

c-n,.., ..""c-r h .t would take

9
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(U) WARNING AND LEGAL ISSUES.

•
eeded to be built off of a different

.... ..... When NSA's A (USSR) Group was dismantled, the
rest ofNSA was happy to see it expire because of jealousy surrounding A Group's
advantage in resources. However, the loss of A Group led toa loss of the I&W
methodology - they were good at structural things - that A Group had developed. No one
thought that they could learn from A Group's methodologies. And due to resource cuts at
critical times the developmental activities to build this capability back inNSA was
lacking. It is harder to build these capabilities when there is nothing to "surround and
watch'.:'. IWe swim in the same sea as the terrorists.

r-1And the problems are not just conceptual and technical but also legal. There needs
~a high-level legal authorities conference involving the White House, NSC, DCI,
~.ECDEF, DHS, DOJ, etc. to resolve legal issues, but that conference has not occurred.
:He had very bad relations with the NSA-GC. He always had to obey the law but he

:/ wanted to rub his cheek up against the membrane of the law's edge but not penetrate it.
,:/ The NSA-GC had a different conception. Taylor did not want the NSA-GC to judge

:/ operations but rather to facilitate/design operations that would be legal. Yet because
,:/ NSA had gotten into so much trouble in the 1970s, and so many people at NSA were

:/ imprinted with the results of the Church and Pike Commissions and FISA, people at NSA
,:/ are interested in having policies that implement greater safeguards. He said to the NSA-

•. GC that the N~A-GC was going beyond what the Jaw is and rather giving advice on
"" policy. We need to be careful that the NSA-GC is not building their own edifice and

9/11 Classified Information
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defending based on caselaw (it's just different policy articulations), as there is in fact no
caselaw because NSA has assiduous! avoided oin to court to create an caselaw. You

not the law.....~--~-o:--~~-------...IHe wants policy change but does not
advocate changing the law.

I I In response to a question from Col. Fenner, he clarified his statement in his
Joint Inquiry interview about the time that he called the DCI and ODCI with some hot
information. He said that the Del would call him directl when he wanted somethin
and he could call them directl

9/11 Classified Information
'-!- ~-- ......--']n 1999, there was "lots ofstufftlying around" and
there were concerns about terronsm on the Millenium, there was Ressam and use of-----..airplanes. Many people were very worried, and lots of scenarios were devised. r

9/11 Classified Information

(U) KL.
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DIn general, there were a lot of people who were concerned about CT pre-911 and
were trying to work within the charters of the agencies. The biggest hit for the Ie is on
the lack of collaboration which prevented correlation (especially between the FBI and
NSA).I

-y
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.... ~~--~~~~---!!-'!!"'!!"!!""!-'"- .....'Taylor responded that program
management has been weakened due to the 1991 memorandum he mentioned earlier.
Only the execution authority could spend money in the last year of a program rather than
a program manager. As an aside, he said that Congress heats you up for one priority, and
then you fix it and they criticize you for something else.

9/11 Classified Information
r-~_'"'l""""""'lI"'!I!!~_....I1 He does not

recall whethed r twas head of C1 at ffie time of the
meeting. His enforcer as DOO was Baginski, so she might know about reporting on KL
hut she was of course not familiar with every report produced by the 000 at the time -
Baginski generally cleaned up messes and enforced standards for reporting (and was the
legal compliance authority). Analysts are overworked and are worried that they could go
to jail.
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.... ~_-.:--~~~~"""!"'""~.,...~_~I and that letter was not shown to him but was
given to the HPSCI. Ultimately the matter was squelched. Everyone did everything with
the best of intentions. " '.

OJ) INFORMATION SHARING AND MANAGE~,ENT.

DAsked about the FBI liaison to"NSt\, this person h~~i'inul,~iplemissions. He helped
tailor requirements and contacted the Product Lines directly if he-needed reports or
information. He also was integrated into their.operations. When askedwho he reports to,

, Taylor said it's an ambiguous position. He is tlie,~~NSADirector's re.resent~tive to FBI"
\.but is part of the DDO staff. He remembered It wa~ Jand theti I
I I NSA haqDpeople integrated in other organizations pre-911 - these
integrees are there to facilitate the flow of SIGINT to customers and to ensure that
customer requests/are expressed in a manner intelligible to NSA. NSA is the most
forwatd-leanin~:,Fegardingcollaboration. Not many others send representatives to NSA.

P"NSAal.~a:!s shared raw data when it needed to."].. ",!"",!",-",!,-!"!"!!!",,,!,~ ~_,,,

.._~_~~~_~~~_. _~:""",,:,",_--!IBut people.would ask NSA for raw material.
/ when if they/received it, it would drown them. Sometimes when they actually see what
/ they think ~'heywant they realize they don't really want it. In general, part of the reason
./ information is not shared in the Ie is possessive and "shameful human nature." But even
! if there Is a bias in favor of sharing, information-sharing is extremely complex. Also, we
/ need to-ensure that two different interpretations of the Attorney General's guidelines are
/ . not mixed in the same database. It is-up to the leaders to work out information-sharing

/ and V needs constant attention. ,.'

/ Du.s. intelligence nee~~i~' be rewired to some extent. Maybe we need to redraw
boundaries in the IC. However, the problem is not an organizational one. We need a
,~ision for how U.S. intelligence should operate. The whole intelligence system has

:/problems. If you merely reorganize, you are just dressing old problems in new clothing.
:,/ We need to understand how things should be done before the pacifier of reorganization is
: used. Reorganizations have not fixed problems in the past. A sweeping reorganization

would sap energy in the Ie away from critical work. In fact, the day after he left NSA as
DDO, th,e,bO was totally reorganized [into SID]. In his view, NSA would have been in
disarray on 9111due to the reorganization.
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9/11 CLosed by Statute

• oOn 911, he ~aS""Yriting a report that he had been hired to do on recurring issues in
the Ie. His team include4 lmd Mark Lowenthal (before the latter became
ADell A&P). He wanted the report to be hard-hitting. It was entitled Recurring Themes.
It was not just about CT.

DRegarding the conference on legal issues that he proposed, people at NSA were
worried that if the conference was held, NSA might lose some of its authorities. He
strongly disagreed - he said that the times we live in would mean that NSA would not
lose authorities, and NSA needed to have clarity in the authorities in order to enable NSA
to function .

•
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